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44. Best Event (within an existing festival) 
The Beer Dabbler 
 
Introduction and background of the program: 

The Second Annual Beer Dabbler was created in the hopes of bringing 
awareness of craft and locally brewed beers to enthusiasts along with the 
general public, including the curiosity stricken. Seventy-five breweries 
were represented with 4,200 total guests at the event. Upon arrival each 
guest received a brewery map to help guide them through the hop and 
barley tasting extravaganza and a miniature pint glass as a souvenir to 
take home when the event was concluded.   
The Beer Dabbler was held in the St. Paul Lowertown Farmers Market, 
which is conveniently located in the heart of downtown St. Paul. The 
Farmers Market pavilion is covered and one half-city block.  There was 
such overwhelming success with The Beer Dabbler of 2011 that the city of 
St. Paul allowed to close city streets to accommodate the growth for 2012. 
Again, this year the Beer Dabbler surpassed expectations and became the 
largest outdoor winter Beer Tasting Festival. This happened only by 
chance, with the Beer Dabbler creators unaware of surpassing any 
records while planning.  
 

Description and objectives of the program 
• To attract a younger demographic to the Saint Paul Winter Carnival.   
• To spread awareness of craft beer to people who may not have had the 

chance to sample it in an affordable way.  Attending a tasting is a much 
easier way to sample beers one may be interested in without having to 
make the commitment of drinking a full pint at the bar or purchasing it from 
the liquor store.  This event is helpful in giving the attendees a chance to 
taste, compare, contemplate and re-taste beers to get the full impact. The 
great thing about the tasting is if you don’t like it- dump it out, there are 
many more to try!  

• To get the community involved even more with the Winter Carnival.  Beer 
is something that can be enjoyed by many different types of people 
including seasoned veterans along with people who have never tried a 
craft beer before.  This tasting was created to bring all of those people 
together for a sense of community in celebrating the winter season along 
with the Saint Paul Winter Carnival. This event included not only beer 
lovers but also city officials.  The Mayor of St. Paul Chris Coleman, who 
mentioned that the event was one of his favorites, was in attendance.  The 
bars and shops of downtown St. Paul were impacted heavily by the extra 
traffic of 4,200 people who would not usually have traveled there in the 20-
degree weather.  
 
 
 



Target audience: 
The Beer Dabbler is promoted to people who are 21 and over who are 
looking to expand their “beer horizons”.  The average age in attendance 
was 28 to 48 but was not limited to this demographic, in years past there 
was an attendee 98 years of age!  
 

Duration of the program: 
The Beer Dabbler as an event was founded in 2009.  This year was it’s 
second year of execution. The event itself lasted from 3:30 to 7:30 pm on 
Saturday January 28, 2012.  
 

Description of sponsor/ charity/ volunteer/ school/ other group 
involvement with event /program and benefits to each: 

• Rock the Cause – “Rock the Cause is a non-profit organization working to 
create a positive, life changing experience through the power of music and 
community.  We partner with local and national non-profits who make an 
immediate and measurable impact on the community, and aim to serve as 
a resource of awareness for young people to help discover the 
opportunities available to them to make an impact on the causes that 
matter to them.” – Rockthecause.com. Rock the Cause was invited to the 
Beer Dabbler to provide this awareness to all beer overs. They did on-site 
registration for volunteers for the MN AIDS Walk and more.  Part of their 
mission is to get the community involved with volunteering and 
stewardship for causes they see an interest in.  With 4,200 attendees, 
Rock the Cause had a great opportunity for recruitment.  

• TeamFinnegans - TeamFinnegans supports Finnegans Irish Amber, 
created in Minneapolis, the world's only beer to donate 100% of profits to 
local charities. Since 2003 they have donated over $164,000 to the 
Finngenas Community Fund, a 501(c)3 non-profit that is geared toward 
helping communities fight poverty. TeamFinnegans supported the Beer 
Dabbler along with the Winter Carnival in supplying volunteers before, 
during and after the event.  While there they also campaigned to create 
awareness for pressing social issues, mainly communities living in 
poverty. Finnegans was also able to do a raffle for a $30,000 boat 
exclusively at The Beer Dabbler.  
 

Tie-in of program to main event 
The St. Paul Winter Carnival was created to show the love that 
Minnesotan’s have for the winter, and The Beer Dabbler was created to 
delve into this even deeper.  Winter for us is not a time to hibernate but a 
time to rejoice. We wanted to host an event that focused on keeping the 
public involved and entertained with not just standard outdoor activities; 
we wanted to pull the people who are afraid of the winter outside for a 
unique experience.   
 

Overall effectiveness/success of the program: 
The success of this event was overwhelming.  Attendance was up three 
times from the past year. 4,200 people attended generating $12,800 for 



the Winter Carnival.  The goal of The Beer Dabbler was to execute a great 
beer event that was not of the “cookie cutter” standard.  This event was 
hoped to be a unique beer tasting event that was unlike any other.  
 

Overall revenue and expense budget of the specific event: 
The revenue and expense budget was created for the Beer Dabbler 
separate from the Saint Paul Winter Carnival. The Winter Carnival did not 
expend many resources during the planning of this event as it is 
completely run by the Beer Dabbler staff.  
  

Attendance/number of participants: 
• Tickets Sold: 3,320 
• Volunteers: 90. 
• Security and Staff: 25 Beer Dabbler staffers, 10 Winter Carnival Staffers, 

30 City of St. Paul employees. 
• Total in attendance: 4,210 people.  

 
Measurable results- tangible and intangible 

• Tangible 
o Attendance was up three times from last year  
o Profit of $12,800 
o Each charity benefited from the event by raising awareness for their 

cause.  They were invited to be a part of the Beer Dabbler because 
of common interests with the event.  

• Intangible 
o Provided an awareness of craft beer 
o Attracted a younger demographic to the Winter Carnival 
o Created an experience that is memorable for people to want to 

come again the next year.  
 

Additional Information: 
a. What makes this event unique and creative? 
The Beer Dabbler is unique because it is the only outdoor beer tasting 
festival in the country that falls in the middle of winter.  The elements don’t 
stop anyone from coming, either. Not only did The Beer Dabbler triple in 
size from last year, but also it became the largest beer tasting event of its 
kind without even trying for the title. Creativity was used to create the 
event itself, the main goal being to put a memorable beer tasting event 
together that was unlike any other. In this way, the entire event supported 
the theme of creativity.  Everyone was invited to use their imagination 
when planning for the event, from the patrons to the brewers- there were 
costume contests, home-brew competitions, and brewery tasting station 
competitions. The Beer Dabbler was created with fun and innovation in 
mind.   

Supporting Question:  
Multiple changes were made to the Beer Dabbler this year.  Last year’s 
event was a success but everyone collaborated to make it even more of a 
smash this time around.  Adding live music with three bands attracted 



more people.  The bands were local artists, so a lot of St. Paul natives 
really appreciated that.  Fireworks were added to the end of the event not 
only to signify that the event was closing but also to celebrate the day, 
people getting together to try new beers and new experiences.  During the 
entirety of the event there was a live feed to a Jumbotron behind the live 
music.  This helped to give attendees an idea of what was going on all 
around.  More security was added along with staff, as the number of 
attendees tripled and the city of St. Paul granted the event more space by 
shutting down an additional street.  Contests were added to this year’s 
event to get people more involved and to build excitement for attending.  
There was a home-brew competition, costume contest for groups and 
individuals, and a best brewery booth competition.  There was $1,400 in 
prizes given for the home brew competition. The demographic of The Beer 
Dabbler was much younger than the average demographic of the many 
other Winter Carnival events, which was the goal. The Winter Carnival 
needed a way to get a younger crowd interested in the festivities and The 
Beer Dabbler provided. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
2. Supporting Question:  
Multiple  changes  were  made  to  the  Beer  Dabbler  this  year.    Last  year’s  event  was  a  
success but everyone collaborated to make it even more of a smash this time around.  
Adding live music with three bands attracted more people.  The bands were local artists, 
so a lot of St. Paul natives really appreciated that.  Fireworks were added to the end of the 
event not only to signify that the event was closing but also to celebrate the day, people 
getting together to try new beers and new experiences.  During the entirety of the event 
there was a live feed to a Jumbotron  behind the live music.  This helped to give attendees 
an idea of what was going on all around the park.  More security was added along with 
staff, as the number of attendees tripled and the city of St. Paul granted the event more 
space by shutting down an additional street.  Contests were added to this  year’s  event  to  
get people more involved and to build excitement for attending.  There was a home-brew 
competition, costume contest for groups and individuals, and a best brewery booth 
competition.   
 
There were $1,400 in prizes given for the home brew competition.  Awards ranged from 
1st time entries to category entries and other various brews.  There were 80 home-brew 
entries in 2011. Best brewery booth won $500.  
Also added was the Blessing of the Bock event. Each brewery got their own fire pit 
which was equipped with a fire poker. Once the poker was hot, the brewer would 
submerge the hot end into the bock to see the reaction of the foam that rises from the hot 
poker (a well known tradition between beer brewers). This is done to create a sense of 
community among the tasters and the brewers 
The changes and updates were very successful.  The addition of the multiple contests and 
live music made the Beer Dabbler an event that attracted more than just the traditional 
beer tasting crowd.  The changes were made in order to please all different types of 
people. With the amount of people that attended and the feedback received after the event 
it is apparent that The Beer Dabbler is building a good reputation for itself and the Winter 
Carnival.  The demographic of The Beer Dabbler was much younger than the average 
demographic of the many other Winter Carnival events, which was the goal.  The Winter 
Carnival needed a way to get a younger crowd interested in the festivities and The Beer 
Dabbler did just that.   
 
 
Supporting materials for the progam:  

k.  

a. What makes this event unique and creative? 
The Beer Dabbler is unique because it is the only outdoor beer tasting festival in the 
country  that  falls  in  the  middle  of  winter.    The  elements  don’t  stop  anyone  from  coming,  
either. Not only did The Beer Dabbler triple in size from last year, but also it became the 
largest  beer  tasting  event  of  it’s  kind  without  even  trying  for  the  title. 
Creativity was used to create the event itself, the main goal being to put a memorable 
beer tasting event together that was unlike any other. In this way, the entire event 
supported the theme of creativity.  Everyone was invited to use their imagination when 
planning for the event, from the patrons to the brewers- there were costume contests, 
home-brew competitions, and brewery tasting station competitions. The Beer Dabbler 
was created with fun and innovation in mind.   

 



Supporting materials for the program:  
All recruiting and registration for brewers was done online.  Tickets for The 
Beer Dabbler were sold in local restaurants, bars, liquor stores and other 
supporting venues. All attendees received a free tasting glass once they 
arrived.  There was also a merchandise booth at the entrance that was 
selling T-shirts, tasting glass lanyards to keep it secure while not in use, 
hand warmers and winter hats.  

 Information:  
There was an orientation for all volunteers and staff members.  Two dates 
were provided to make sure everyone was able to attend.  Each volunteer 
received a stocking cap, packet of information about the event and 
waivers for safety.  The packets also included time lines detailing 
volunteers’ job duties along with alcohol awareness information for servers 
of the beer. Participants received a map and timeline along with their 
tasting glass upon arrival.  The map and timeline helped to show a lay out 
of where their favorite breweries were located and also gave them a head-
up on when they should be on the look-out for a band to start, or a contest 
to be judged.   
 
 

Supporting photos / videos:  
 Photographs of the merchandise: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
All recruiting and registration for brewers was done online.  Tickets for The Beer 
Dabbler were sold in local restaurants, bars, liquor stores and other supporting venues. 
 
All attendees received a free tasting glass once they arrived.  There was also a 
merchandise booth at the entrance that was selling T-shirts, tasting glass lanyards to keep 
it secure while not in use, hand warmers and winter hats.  
 
 
Information:  
 
There was an orientation for all volunteers and staff members.  Two dates were provided 
to make sure everyone was able to attend.  Each volunteer received a stocking cap, packet 
of information about the event and waivers for safety.  The packets also included time 
lines  detailing  volunteers’  job  duties  along with alcohol awareness information for 
servers of the beer.  
 
Participants recieved a map and timeline along with their tasting glass upon arrival.  The 
map and timeline helped to show a lay out of where their favorite breweries were located 
and also gave them a head-up on when they should be on the look-out for a band to start, 
or a contest to be judged.   
 
Supporting photographs:  
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Photos of the event: 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Video: 
 http://youtu.be/mVU90j7ko5c 
Measurable results:  

There were twice times as many participants this year than last, limited by 
space as with previous years.  Twenty more breweries attended and many 
more wanted to attend but were unable with the restrictions on the space 
available.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	  
 


